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Bahnhofstrasse 40
CH-61 10 Woihusen
SWITZERLAND

Contact Person: Peter S. Reichertz, (202) 772-5333
Date Prepared: April 21, 2006

2. DEVICE NAME

Proprietary Name MUCOGR-AFT®
Common/Usual Name: Resorbable Bilayer Membrane for Guided Tissue and Bone

Regeneration
Classification Name: Barrier, Animal Source, Dental

3. PREDICATE DEVICES

BI0-GIDE® (K960724; K042 197; and K050446)
MUCOGRAFT® (KO 1 2423)

4. INTENDED USE

MUCOGRAFT® is recommended for:

- Simultaneous use of GBR-memnbrane (MUCOGRAFT) and implants;
- Augmentation around implants placed in immediate extraction sockets;
- Augmentation around implants placed in delayed extraction sockets;
- Localized ridge augmentation for later implantation;
- Alveolar ridge reconstruction for prosthetic treatment;
- Filling of bone defects after root resection, cystectomy, removal of retained teeth;
- Guided bone regeneration in dehiscence defects; and

Guided tissue regeneration procedures in periodontal defects.
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5. DEVICE DESCRIPTION

MUCOGRAFT® resorbable bilayer membrane for guided tissue and bone regeneration is
physically identical to MUCOGRAFT® resorbable bilayer membrane (KO12423), but
labeled with an additional indication: guided tissue regeneration in periodontal defects.
MUCOGRAFT® is a pure collagen membrane obtained by a standardized controlled
manufacturing process. The membrane is made of collagen type I and type III without
further cross-linking or chemical treatment. The collagen is extracted from veterinary
certified pigs and is carefully purified to avoid antigenic reactions. MUCOGRAFT® is
sterilized in double blisters by gamma irradiation. MUCOGRAFT® has a bilayer
structure with one smooth, non-permeable layer and one porous. The "outer," smooth
side has a smooth surface which is cell occlusive and prevents cell adhesion and acts as a
barrier. It allows tissue adherence favoring wound healing. It is made from the
peritoneum of pigs. This side is turned towards the soft tissue. The smooth texture has
appropriate elastic properties to accommodate suturing to the host mucosal margins and
to protect the graft material from oral trauma during biodegradation and healing. The
"inner" porous layer consists of collagen fibers in a loose, porous arrangement to enable
cell invasion. This porous layer is made from pig skin. This side is turned toward the
bone defect and/or soft tissue to encourage bone-forming cells and tissue growth and to
stabilize the blood clot.

6. BASIS FOR SUBSTANTIAL EQUIVALENCE

MUCOGRAFT® resorbable bilayer membrane for guided tissue and bone regeneration is
substantially equivalent to Geistlich's existing products BIO-GIDE® resorbable bilayer
membrane for guided tissue and bone regeneration (subject to K960724; K042197; and
K050446) and MUCOGRAFT® resorbable bilayer membrane (K012423). The only
difference between the new product and the BIO-GIDE and MUCOGRAFT® products
cleared previously via K042197 and K012423, respectively, is the proposed additional
indication for "guided tissue regeneration procedures in periodontal defects." Included
by reference are all data submitted in the previous notification and clearance of BIO-
GIDE® (K042197) and MUCOGRAFT® (K012423).

MUCOGRAFT®, like BIO-GIDE®, is a collagen membrane used in dental grafting
procedures. MUCOGRAFT® was previously determined to be substantially equivalent
to BIO-GIDE® and was cleared for all of the indications for which BIO-GIDE® had
been cleared at that time (pursuant to K960724). Per K042197, B10-GIDE® was
subsequently cleared for, among other uses, "guided tissue regeneration procedures in
periodontal defects."

The following is a table comparing MUCOGRAFT® resorbable bilayer membrane to
BLO-GIDE resorbable bilayer membrane for guided tissue and bone regeneration.
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Table 1: BIO-GIDE® Resorbable Bilayer Membrane (Predicate Device) vs.
MUCOGRAFT® Resorbable Bilayer Membrane

Comparison Chart

BIO-GIDE® Resorbable MUCOGRAFT®
Bilayer Membrane Resorbable Bilayer Membrane

Intended Use Used for guided tissue Used for guided tissue
regeneration procedures in regeneration procedures in
periodontal defects to enhance periodontal defects to enhance
regeneration of the periodontal regeneration of the periodontal
apparatus. apparatus.

Incorporates Same Basic Yes Yes
Design

Utilizes Same Operating Cell occlusive Cell occlusive
Principle Implantable Implantable

Resorbable Resorbable
Hemostatic Hemostatic

Incorporates Same Materials? Yes, Type I and Type III Yes, Type I and Type III
Collagen Collagen

Sterilization Process Gamma Irradiation Gamma Irradiation

Biocompatible Yes Yes

Non-pyrogenic Yes Yes

Shelf Life 36 Months 36 Months
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Indications for Use

5 10(k) Number (if known):

Device Name: MUCOGRAFT® Resorbable Bilayer Membrane for Guided Tissue and
Bone Regeneration.

Indications for Use: Simultaneous use of GBR-membrane (MUCOGRAFT) and implants;
augmentation around implants placed in immediate extraction sockets;
augmentation around implants placed in delayed extraction sockets;
localized ridge augmentation for later implantation; alveolar ridge
reconstruction for prosthetic treatment; filling of bone defects after root
resection; cystectomy, removal of retained teeth; guided bone regeneration
in dehiscence defects; guided tissue regeneration procedures in periodontal
defects.

(PLEASE DO NOT WRITE BELOW THIS LINE - CONTINUE ON ANOTHER PAGE
IF NEEDED)

Concurrence of CDRH, Office of Device Evaluation (ODE)

Prescription Use OR Over-the-Counter Use
(Part 21 CFR 801 Subpart D) (21 CFR 801 Subpart C)

n of Anesthesiology, General Hospital,
.,on Conti ol Dental Devices


